
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a supplier quality management.
To join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications.

Responsibilities for supplier quality management

Engage with (or may lead) global quality networks the business unit and
associates toward the effective promotion and alignment of organizational
goals to the company’s mission and vision
Perceived as thought leader possessing subject matter expert knowledge of
global regulations
Significantly contribute to development of local and/or global
strategiesAccomplishes tasks through highly experienced professional
specialists or manager
Oversee and coordinate the global supplier audit program and annual
supplier audit plan, including suppliers incorporated though acquisition
activity
Work with business, regional, and plant quality representatives to drive
supplier management programs across the globe
Develop and coordinate the use of a database for the management and
tracking of supplier information
Develop and implement appropriate reporting metrics, structure and
schedule -- Review and maintain supplier quality metrics for management
review
Provide operational due diligence assistance in the assessment (operational
management, technology, product and process), certification, and
performance improvements of suppliers
Own corporate level procedures for company-wide supplier management

Example of Supplier Quality Management Job
Description
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Qualifications for supplier quality management

Detailed understanding and application of current Good Manufacturing
Practices and Agency compliance expectations
Typically requires a bachelor's or master's degree in engineering or related
discipline and ten or more years of related experience with a bachelor's
degree or eight or more years with a master's degree
Must have a demonstrated ability to convey complex technical information
clearly to individuals with varying degrees of expertise
Must be a strong team leader who works effectively with others, have
excellent communication skills (written and verbal), and have strong technical
skills
Sound understanding of AS9100/ISO9001 QMS standard
Experience with Software Quality, spares and Engineering change
management in the field is a plus


